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I
decided at about the age of 10 that
Italy was my dream destination and
the phrase ‘go to Italy’ has appeared
on many a bucket list of mine since.
I didn’t need Eat, Pray, Love to 

convince me; in fact, I was a little miffed 
when Italy became cool after the book’s 
and movie’s massive success, because Italy 
was mine and mine alone. *Pouts 
petulantly* 

My wonderful grandmother worked for
an Italian family for nearly three decades 
and I lived with her for the better part of 
my childhood, which is part of the reason 
I am fascinated by all things Italian. So, I 
watched RAI TV even though I didn’t 
know what they were saying, tried to 
learn the language by reading the English-
Italian dictionary, and ate all the pasta, 
cheese and bread my gran provided in 
generous supply. My gran’s long stint as 
the domestic worker for the Brunini 
family is why stracciatella is my favourite 
gelato, and why I can tell if your pasta 
sauce contains real whole Italian tomatoes 
or some other variety just by looking at it 
(and judging it harshly). I had always 
thought I would visit Naples or Rome 
first, but it ended up being Milan because 
it was a stop on the massive Formation 
World Tour of Beyoncé, my favourite 
person and the greatest living entertainer 
in the world. 

It’s only once the Italians had given me
a visa that it occurred to me that not only 
would I be in Italy, but I would be seeing 
Beyoncé AND all of this with my bestie. 
She and I spoke over many bowls of 
beautiful arrabiata pasta in Grahamstown 
about eating arrabiata in Italy, because 
pasta is a religion to us, and so was 
Beyoncé. It was the perfect, unplanned 
meeting of all of my favourite things. 

...
As the travel date drew nearer, I started

getting worried that Milan would be ... 
boring. Despite being “the fashion capital 
of the world” – and high-end fashion we 
probably couldn’t afford – what else was 
there to do? This question worried me 
until we landed at Malpensa Airport in a 
hot and humid Milano, the day before we 
would see Mrs Carter live in concert. This 
was not the first time we’d seen ’Yonce. 
Two years before, as part of the last 
proper holiday I took, we saw Mr and Mrs 
Carter live in concert in Miami at the 
opening show of their On the Run Tour. 
That was genuinely life-changing, because 
Jay Z is my favourite rapper of all time 
and Beyoncé is my favourite performer. I 
am quite averse to talk about the 
experience of seeing Beyoncé live, 
especially to people who don’t love her as 
much as I do. It is tiring trying to explain 
her sheer awesomeness to heathens. 

I had anticipated that having seen her 
before would prepare me emotionally, 
even though this was her biggest tour yet. 
I was terribly wrong. As soon as the 
opening chords to Formation – her lead 
single from her sixth studio album, 
Lemonade – rang out across the stadium, 
I realised how ill-prepared I was for the 
moment. I thought I was going to cry, and 
almost did. She was really in front of us, 
being Beyoncé and performing a 35-song 
set with 20 dancers and numerous 
costume changes. This was the epitome of 
self-actualisation. 

The most impressive aspect of Beyoncé
as a performing artist is the attention to 
detail and scale of every tour, and the 
sheer effort and impressive work ethic it 
takes to be Beyoncé. She’s at the top of 
her game. The stage features as 
centrepiece a revolving 18m-tall box 
comprising video-screen walls, allowing 

everyone to fully experience the show 
regardless of where they are standing or 
sitting. The Monolith (as the box is 
known) is in essence Beyonce’s magic 
wand – making you smile, gasp, scream 
and stare wide-eyed as it provides the 
backdrop to the show. 

The Formation stage also features a 
moving runway that leads to a second 
stage that was designed to be waterproof. 
It stores more than 6 000 litres of water, 
which in the latter part of the show 
quietly fills up. She then ends the show in 
the pool.

Beyoncé’s stage is so huge that some 
stadiums had reduced seating capacity to 
accommodate it. Her singing is better than 
ever, her choreography fresh and updated 
(including for songs like Run the World 
[Girls] that she has been performing for 
over a decade now). 

As the show entered its second part, I 
had a deep sense of sadness realising I 
would need to wait to see her again. As 
she said goodbye and disappeared under 
the stage, I burst into tears and 
unashamedly had a good, ugly cry – both 
from immense gratitude and sadness. 

...
And Milan? Milan is endearing – at least

the parts we saw. Given that July is in the 
middle of the European summer, the 
daytime temperatures were unforgiving 
and it was easily well over 25°C by 9am. 
This meant lots of water and lots of 
gelato. So much gelato! 

And walking. One of my favourite things
about European cities is the ability to 
walk safely well into the night and the fab 

public transport system. Milan offers 
buses, a great metro train system and 
trams (which are actually faster than they 
appear to be). Uber works there too, but 
it’s pricey and frankly not needed with so 
many other options (unless of course you 
*want* to be picked up in a fancy German 
luxury vehicle). 

Milan is also, like much of Europe, very
pale. Being black invites a good bit of 
staring. No one says anything, but they 
stare. 

The Milanese women were my 
favourite, as they rode their Vespas and 
bicycles in fab skirts and dresses worn 
with heels and wedges. 

While Milan is pretty safe (you are 
warned to be vigilant for pickpockets), 
there was the jarring presence of heavily 
armed members of the military patrolling 
to remind you that national security (as a 
result of an increased threat of terror) is a 

pressing and real concern. 
Public drinking is allowed, so you

are able to head out after the sun has set
and the heat is less exhausting, and have 
a drink as you walk about or chill by the 
canals in the Navigili district. 

In terms of eating, it’s pretty hard to 
find a bad pasta. They’re either good or 
exceptional, and I had some of the best 
pasta I’ve ever had in random places we 
chose on a whim. 

A very Milanesque experience is tea at
the Gucci Cafe at the opulent Galleria 
Vittorio Emanuele II, where you get to sip 
on Gucci-branded tea while nibbling on 
something sweet or savoury using Gucci 
silverware and looking at bags you can’t 
afford. 

Milan might not be as big or as popular
as its relatives Florence, Rome and 
Venice, but it has a lot of character, even 
without Beyoncé.

MOZZAFIATO The impressive Milan Cathedral is a must-see                              PHOTOS: GUGULETHU MHLUNGU 

IMPRESSIONANTE The Galleria
Vittorio Emanuele II

ECCELLENTE Beyonce on stage in 
Milan 

A PASSEGGIO Night-walking in Navigili 

VIZIATO The passport to a night of a 
lifetime

Eat, pray, Beyoncé
Last week, Gugulethu Mhlungu crossed the world 
to get the chance to combine three of her favourite 
things: pasta, gelato and Beyoncé 
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I
t’s hard to describe South Korea to
people back home. My friend and
fellow English teacher Palesa 
Ashleigh Mgidi calls it a mixture of
easy and lonely: “Everything here is

easier and affordable: getting resources, 
transport; everything you need is available 
for you to lead your life without 
interruption. Lonely, because nothing is 
familiar; I miss people who look like me 
and speak like me.”

South Africans have a way of settling in.
Cherese Sauer arrived with me in the city 
of Daegu in 2011. I went home after two 
years, only to skulk back in February, but 
she’s made it her home. “We have tons of 
social gatherings, an amateur softball 
league, an ultimate Frisbee league, a 
rugby league, board-game cafés, trivia 
nights and community outreach 
programmes.” Her advice to new teachers 
is to foster a sense of humour and a love 
of kimchi (a fermented vegetable dish). “If 
you want to be successful, content and 
buoyant in a foreign country, you need to 
be willing to adapt.”

We often got together downtown for 
drinks and noraebang (karaoke). Drunk in 
public is not a thing in South Korea; I 
used to buy and drink cocktails in Ziploc 
bags on the side of the road. What did 
change are the smoking laws. Nowadays, 
you’ll see businessmen in suits smoking 
around a corner, far away from the same 
establishments that allowed them to light 
up at the dinner table three years ago.

Another veteran, Bonita Petersen, 
arrived in 2012. “If I miss South African 
food, or I want to watch a rugby match 
with other South Africans, I take a trip 
into Itaewon.” Itaewon is a district in 
Seoul that has everything from English 
bookstores and taco joints to Braai 
Republic, a South African restaurant that 
sells biltong and Hunters. 

Across the country, it’s not uncommon
to see massive skyscrapers and Western 
buildings surrounded by sprawling 
traditional markets. In my city, however, 
all the big shopping malls close down 

every other Sunday to boost the local 
market scene. Lucky for me, because I’m 
addicted to one vendor’s “hotteok” – 
sweet almond-flour pancakes.

On weekends, all the ajummas and 
ajusshis (respectful terms for older women 
and men) put on their fashionable hiking 
gear and head for the mountains. Most 
parks have free outdoor workout 
equipment and I often see ajusshis health-
walking at dawn. They also have “ajumma-
expressways” – walking trails that are best 
avoided if you want to stroll. Forget 
smartphone-wielding teenagers; South 
Korea is ruled by the elderly.

But the country is not just sunshine and
samgyupsal (pork belly), as newcomers 
Palesa and Boitumelo “Tumi” Ramalekane 
have seen. 

“Korea is such a homogenous country,”
Palesa says. “It just always feels like 
everything about me is wrong; the way I 
speak, my body, my skin colour, my hair, 
everything. It’s taken a lot of patience and 
understanding that it’s all new to them. A 
large majority of Koreans have never seen 
a black person before. I have to remind 
myself constantly that their staring and 
touching of my hair (without permission!) 
is their being curious. Then there are days 
when I’m not that understanding.” 

The children have made Palesa’s stay 
worthwhile: “The adults in South Korea 
could learn a lot from children. They 
accepted me and are so genuine.” She 

shares her remedy for homesickness: “I 
have a rule. On Sundays, I don’t eat out 
but cook, as I would have cooked back 
home in Soweto after church.”

Tumi loves teaching and learning about
a new culture, but some days are tougher 
than others. “I sometimes feel 
overwhelmed and out of place. I pick up 
languages very quickly – I did a bit of 
German, Italian and French at university, 
and I did very well – but Korean seems to 
be the complete opposite.” 

Going home is not an option. “Let’s be
honest, why would I want to go back? 
Back home I am a young opera singer 
struggling to make ends meet and I end 
up taking on odd jobs to survive. Living in 
Korea helps both me and my family 
financially. I am growing myself 
professionally and intellectually ... Back 
home, I know I will be like any other 
graduate sitting around looking for a job.”

Newcomer Julie Campbell believes in 
embracing Korean culture: “I’m learning 
Korean, eat delicious Korean food 
regularly and have tried to be as 
respectful of cultural norms as possible.”

The food alone is a reason to visit South
Korea. The most famous street food is 
called tteokbokki, an elongated, soft rice 
cake in chilli sauce. But I came back for 
the doenjang-jjigae, a spicy, pungent stew 
made with vegetables, tofu and soya bean 
paste. 

I may never leave.

Thousands of young SA graduates have gone overseas to teach English in 
South Korea, taking advantage of its competitive pay and promise of adventure. 
Longtime teacher Annetjie van Wynegaard describes what it’s really like

A lonely but
easy life
WELCOME TO SOUTH KOREA The author and Boitumelo Ramalekane at the Colourful Daegu Welcome Festival for expats 

HOME FROM HOME Teaching in South 
Korea is rewarding PHOTO: CHRIS ANDERSON

WORTHWHILE Children’s sincerity makes 
settling in easier PHOTO: CHRIS ANDERSON
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There are many ways to become an 
English teacher in South Korea. The 
approach that I’m most familiar 
with is called EPIK – English 
Programme in Korea. 

WHY KOREA?
Teaching in Korea gives you 

ample opportunity to travel. During 
my first stay from 2011 to 2013, I 
visited seven countries around Asia 
and I explored Korea’s nooks and 
crannies several times. 

EPIK offers an impressive benefits
package: medical aid, pension, a 
tax-free salary for South Africans for 
the first two years, free 
accommodation, and airfare 
reimbursement at the start and end 
of your contract. Someone with the 
minimum requirement of a 
bachelor’s degree in any discipline 
can earn between 1.8 million and 
2.1 million won (between R22 826 
and R26 654), and your pay level 
increases with your qualifications 
and experience.

HOW DO I APPLY?
EPIK is affiliated with the Korean

Ministries of Education and has 
become competitive, with applicants 
from the US, Australia, the UK and 
New Zealand vying for jobs. A TEFL 
certificate is vital and can be 
obtained at the University of the 
Witwatersrand or English Access in 
Rosebank.

There are many recruitment 
agencies that can help you, but 
remember my rule of thumb: Don’t 
trust recruiters who want to charge 
you money, or insist that you do 
their TEFL course first. The 
wonderful people at Goldkey 
Education helped me secure a post 
the first time, and I’ve heard good 
things about Teach Away and 
Teachers for Asia. You can also apply 
directly through the EPIK website. 
Applications for the February and 
September intakes open in August 
and February, respectively. 

WHERE WILL I GO?
If you work for EPIK you’ll be 

sent to a public school anywhere in 
Korea, except in Seoul. You can 
indicate on your application where 
you’d like to go, but that doesn’t 
guarantee much as allocations are 
made on a first-come, first-served 
basis. On the bright side, Korea is a 
dynamic and exciting country no 
matter where you go. Consider the 
mystery part of the adventure. 

The application process can be 
quite daunting, but it’s important 
not to lose heart. In the end, it’s all 
worth it.

. You can find EPIK at epik.go.kr
and Goldkey Education at

goldkeyeducation.com

How do I become an 
English teacher in 

Korea? 

TRAVEL AND EARN You too can teach English in 
Korea PHOTO: GOLDKEY EDUCATION


